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Abstract. Web applications (WAs) are constantly evolving and deployed at broad scale. However, they are exposed to a variety of attacks.
The biggest challenge facing organizations is how to develop a WA that
fulfills their requirements with respect to sensitive data exchange, Ecommerce, and secure workflows. This paper identifies the most critical
web vulnerabilities according to OWASP Top Ten, their corresponding
attacks, and their countermeasures. The application of these countermeasures will guarantee the protection of the WAs against the most severe
attacks and prevent several unknown exploits.
Keywords: Survey · Security · Web · Attacks · OWASP Top Ten ·
Countermeasures.

1

Introduction

During the latest period, the organizations have been using the web not only
as a tool to advertise their images, product, and services, but also to perform
their daily tasks, including sensitive data and complex workflows. Moreover, due
to the popularity and the spread of sophisticated hand-held devices, several applications are moving from the regular desktop-based versions to the web-based
ones to target more devices with low cost of portability [32]. On the other hand,
the number attackers is continuously growing, and their attack techniques are
becoming increasingly sophisticated and dangerous, which impose real security
challenges on the organizations to secure their web applications (WAs). Hence,
the security of WAs has become an important research area, and several solutions
have been proposed to protect the WA.
From another point-of-view, the security administrators usually deploy WAFs
(WA Firewalls) to protect the WAs. However, as will be shown later in this
paper, the WAFs often use trivial protection methods instead of the advanced
techniques suggested by the researchers (see Section 4). There is a large gap
between the state of the art web protection methods and those employed by
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the existing WAFs. This paper tries to narrow down this gap by identifying
the most severe web attacks as well as the appropriate countermeasures against
each attack. The critical attacks are determined based on the most known web
vulnerabilities, which were released by the OWASP project[2]. We have reviewed
the security countermeasures to provide the readers with the smallest set of
protection methods that prevent the broadest range of critical attacks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the most critical
vulnerabilities, as released by the OWASP project, are presented. For each vulnerability, the corresponding attacks are identified. Section 3 is tailored to the
analysis of the most recent progress in the security countermeasures for each
attack. A focus will be made on the runtime and server-side web protection
methods. Section 4 deals with the use of Firewalls for the WA protection. Section 5 is dedicated for the adoption of formal methods for this same purpose.
Section 6 concludes the paper and give future directions.

2

Security Attacks against Web Applications

In this section, we describe the possible attacks that could target a Web Application (OWASP [2]).
2.1

Injection

The injection attacks consist in injecting (sending) untrusted information for an
interpreter. This injection is a part of an instruction: command/query. By providing malicious information, the attacker can mislead the interpreter and cause
unintended commands. The most critical injection attacks are the following:
– SQL Injection: It consists in injecting (inserting) SQL commands into
input forms or queries to get access to a database (DB) or manipulate its
data, for example: modification or deletion of database content.
– Code Injection: This attack consists in injecting code that the application
interprets and runs, which exploits poor processing of untrusted data.
– XPATH Injection: This attack takes place when a WA uses user-input
information for building an XPath query corresponding to XML data.
For more information about SQL injection attacks, the reader can refer to
[32].
2.2

Broken Authentication and Session Management

In case of broken authentication and session management attack, the intruder
tries to exploit the vulnerabilities of the authentication procedure in order to
access the WA or to use the credentials of other authorized users. This attack is
classified into the following categories:
– Brute Force Attack: It consists in trying a combination of characters to
guess the password of a given user.
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– Dictionary Attack: If the attacker has some knowledge on the victim, he
can prepare dictionary (set of valid words). Then, he combines these words
to guess the victim password.
– Credential Enumeration Attack: Under this kind of attack, the intruder
attempts to harvest valid usernames for a password-guessing campaign, by
using verbose error of message telling whether the login is a valid username
or not.
– Session Fixation Attack: In this attack, the hacker fixes the session ID,
which will be used by user before the user logins into the server.
– Cookie Poisoning Attack: It consists in modifying a cookie by an intruder
to obtain unauthorized information about the user for the purpose to perform
for example identity theft.
2.3

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)

It consists in injecting malicious code/scripts into web responses, which are returned back by the trusted WA, to be executed by the web browser. The following three main kinds of XSS exist according to the way the malicious code is
injected:
– Stored XSS Attack: It takes place when the user input (such as message
forum, database data, comment field, visitor log, etc.) is stored on the WA
server. Then, a victim may get back the stored data from the WA without
making it safe.
– Reflected XSS Attack: It occurs when a client receives data in an HTTP
request and uses the data in an unsafe manner within the immediate response.
– DOM Based XSS Attack: In this attack, the whole malicious data flow
from source to sink occurs within the browser. It means that the data source
is in the Document Object Model (DOM), the sink is in DOM as well, and
the data flow does not leave the browser.
A recent survey about the XSS attacks can be found in [23].
2.4

Insecure Direct Object References

A Direct Object Reference takes place whenever a programmer presents references to internal implementation objects. It may be a database key, directory, or
file. When there is no access control or other security measures, intruders may
exploit such references to reach unauthorized data. This vulnerability may lead
to the following several attacks:
– Path Traversal Attack: It is a kind of attack, in which insecure direct
object reference to directories and files which are placed outside the web
root folder or in hidden places including system and configuration files.
– Direct Request Attack: (also called forced browsing) It consists in using
brute force procedures to access unlinked contents in the main directory. The
attacker may use google crawler to list hidden pages and files.
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– Authorization Bypass Through User-Controlled SQL Primary Key
Attack: It occurs when the attacker manipulates a DB table primary key,
which is used in an SQL statement, in order to reach inaccessible records.
2.5

Security Misconfiguration

Security misconfiguration problem occurs when one or more of the components
of the system such as the applications, the frameworks, the application server,
the web server, the DB server, the network router, and the platform are not well
configured. Secure settings have to be defined, implemented, and maintained.
Default settings are very often the cause of such a risk [50]. The attacker could
exploit this flaw to perform several attacks. The severity of the attack depends
on the misconfiguration level and place.
2.6

Sensitive Data Exposure

IT systems always store in a DB users personal data like passwords, home addresses, phone numbers, credit card details, etc. Once the systems are not properly secured from forbidden access, there is a strong likelihood of an attacker
exploiting that vulnerability and stealing the information. There are three attacks, which are related to the sensitive data exposure:
– Information Leakage Attack: it occurs when a WA reveals sensitive data,
such as error messages or developer comments. These sensitive data, which
give an attacker useful guidance, can be exploited to attack the system
[5,4,6,58].
– Transmission Attack: When the communication is not encrypted, all data
exchanged between the client and the web server is sent in clear-text which
leaves it exposed to interception, injection and redirection.
– Database Theft: when the sensitive data in the DB is not protected using
strong encryption or access policies, attacker could steal this data. Three
database attacks are possible: Brute-force attack; SQL injection and Privilege escalation.
2.7

Missing Function Level Access Control

Some WAs check access rights to function level before making the feature available to the user. Nevertheless, once each feature is accessed, applications must
achieve the same access control check for the server. Whenever requests are not
checked, attackers can access the features without proper permission. Examples
of attacks that may exploit this vulnerability are the following:
– Local File Inclusion Attack: The attacker tries to find a page that receives
as input a path to a file to be included in the calling page.
– Remote File Inclusion Attack: it is the same as the Local File Inclusion
Attack but instead of including files located in the same server, the attacker
manipulates the user input to include remote files.
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– Command Injection Attack: it is another attack that accesses the OS
functions with unauthorized manner. The attacker tries to find a piece of
code in the WA that accepts untrusted input to build OS commands without
proper sanitization.

2.8

Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

According to [7], a WA is vulnerable to CSRF attacks (sometimes referred to
as XSRF or Session Riding) when it does not verify that any request done by a
trusted user has actually been intentionally done by that user only. There is a
big difference between CSRF vulnerabilities and XSS vulnerabilities. The CSRF
attack exploits an authenticated user to make a request on their behalf. Thus, a
web site that uses cookies for authentication may be vulnerable, as well as those
web application that use Basic or Digest authentications, because the browser
automatically sends the cookies and the server will rely on that browser.

2.9

Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities

Software Components, like frameworks, libraries, and other kinds of modules,
often execute with maximum privilege. Whenever a weak component is attacked,
it may lead to serious threat. Depending on the vulnerabilities of the components,
any kind of attack is eventually possible. For example, if a website is using a
library vulnerable to SQL injection, the whole website will be vulnerable to
such an attack. The open source libraries, framework, and content management
systems (CMSs) are the source of many attacks.

2.10

Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards

WAs usually forward and redirect users to other websites and pages, and exploit
input data to identify new potential destinations. Without proper checking and
authentication of the input data, users can be redirected to malware or phishing.
Attackers may also exploit forwards to reach unauthorized zones. For instance,
http parameter can include, or part of, a URL value, which could be exploited by
the WA to redirect the request to the considered URL. An attacker can execute
a phishing scam and capture user information by changing the URL address to
a hostile site. Since the server in the updated connection has the same name as
the original (trusted) site attempts at phishing look more trustworthy.

3

Countermeasures against Attacks

In this section, we present the main proposed solutions to mitigate web attacks
described in the previous section.
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Countermeasures against Injection Attacks

Many solutions have been adopted to address the SQL Injection, as it presents
the most widely spread attack [32]. The authors of [60] proposed a framework
based on information theory for detecting SQLI attacks . The proposed framework statically estimates query’s entropy based on the distribution of token
probability of a query. First, the system computes the entropy of every query
included in the program source code before the deployment of the application.
Then, during the execution of the application, the system computes again the
entropy of each invoked SQL query to detect if there is any change in the measured entropy. In [51], the authors proposed a WAF based on Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) to avoid SQLIAs. The system consists of a pair of steps: Training step and Working step. During the training step, a collection of normal and
malicious data is fed to the system to train the ANN. During the working step,
the obtained ANN is integrated into the WA firewall to detect the WA attacks.
The authors of [48] proposed a semantic comparison based scheme. The semantic comparison is made between the two syntax trees of a query during training
and run-time. If the two trees are similar, then the query is evaluated as benign query, else it is evaluated as malicious one. Authors in [30] have proposed
WASP, a tool for avoiding SQLIAs using the notion of positive tainting and on
syntax-aware evaluation. The idea of positive tainting is to identify and track
trusted data, instead of tainting untrusted data in traditional (negative) tainting
approach. The advantages of the positive tainting over the negative one is that
it generates false positives instead of false negatives, in case of incompleteness.
3.2

Countermeasures against Broken Authentication and Session
Management

For session hijacking, the traditional countermeasure technique consists in binding the client IP address. More precisely, in this technique, the web server binds
a user’s session to a fixed IP address, and then discard any request coming from
a distinct IP address. This technique requires that each client possess a different and unchanging public IP address. However, a network generally uses NAT
protocol to share the same IP address to multiple clients and, therefore, make
this technique ineffective [25]. Another technique to mitigate session hijacking is
based on tracking user browser fingerprint. A browser fingerprint consists of numerous characteristics of the user browser. Any modification of the user browser
fingerprint might represent an attacker stealing a session [52]. SessionLock [9]
adds an integrity checks to every client request based on a secret shared with the
server. If a session identifier is stolen, a valid request cannot be computed since
the value of the secret is unknown. One limit of SessionLock is its vulnerability
to script-based attacks. To mitigate session hijacking attacks and inspired by
the concept of Kerberos service tickets, the authors in [24] proposed to replace
the static session identifier with disposable tokens per request. Macaroons [33]
targets cloud services and restricts access to cookie. Macaroons uses chains of
nested Hash-based Message Authentication Codes (HMACs), constructed from
a shared secret and a chain of messages.
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Countermeasures against XSS attacks

A first defense line against XSS, at the server-side, is to adopt a user-input validation to enforce the security. Validation can use either blacklisting or whitelisting
techniques. Moreover, once user-input is found to be malicious, it can either
be sanitised or rejected [3]. However, the secure input handling method cannot
achieve full protection, especially for complex website. A second defense line,
which is becoming more and more implemented in web-servers, is based on Content Security Policy, which generally defines trusted origins that the browser is
allowed to download resources (can be a script, a style-sheet, an image, etc.)
from them. Therefore, although an intruder is able to inject vulnerable content
into the website, the CSP method may block its execution. Authors in [63] proposed a secure WA proxy for detecting and blocking Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
attacks. The proposed framework contains a reverse proxy intercepting the returned HTML messages first, then using an altered web browser to locate vulnerable scripts. The authors in [59] proposed to use Kullback-Leibler Divergence
(KLD) measure to provide a proxy-level detection methodology for the XSS attacks. The idea is based on the intuition that legitimate WAs JavaScript code
should remain comparable or very similar to a rendered web page’s JavaScript
code. For this purpose, the authors proceed to the tokenization of the considered script code into unique elements and calculate the probabilities of their
occurrences in order to construct two sets P (legitimate JS code available in the
application page) and Q (observed JS code available in the response page). Then,
KLD computes the distance separating these two proposed probability distributions. An XSS attack is detected in case of a significant divergence between the
two sets.

3.4

Countermeasures against Insecure Direct Object References
and Missing Function Level Access Control

To secure the access to the resources and the utilization of internal functions of
a WA, most of security systems have used access control mechanisms. For instance in Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)[27], programmers control objects
by permissions, assign permissions to roles and assign roles to users. Permission
authorizes a user for a role in a given session. The Separation of Duty Constraints
prevent a user from acquiring two or more conflicting roles. For example, Cisco
ACE WA Firewall uses RBAC to define the administration roles of the WAF
itself. In [53], the authors describe an implementation of RBAC with role hierarchies on the Web by secure cookies. The user’s role information is injected
in a set of secure cookies and transmitted to the corresponding Web servers.
In order to verify the cookies, they use PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) to define
cookie-verification procedures. In [12], the authors proposed an access control
method for open web service applications. Their work is based on the eXtensible
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) which belongs to the class of access
control languages.
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3.5

Countermeasures against Sensitive Data Exposure

As presented in section 1, the following three categories of sensitive data Exposure flaw exist:
– Information Leakage: As for this flaw, only the developer can improve
security by paying attention to what he leaves in the code and to handle in
a secure way the errors that can occur.
– Transmission Attacks: this kind of attacks is mainly avoided by a strong
encryption mechanism and we do not know a well known approaches used
in WAFs.
– Database Thefts: to deal with this attack, cryptography is a key solution
together with a good security policy to access database. In [26], the authors
proposed a dynamic database security policies as a solution for this kind of
attack.
As conclusion, there are no known approaches that can be used by WAFs to
overcome sensitive data exposure flaw.
3.6

Countermeasures against CSRF

The are some countermeasures at the server-side to mitigate CSRF attacks
[26,36,11]. OWASP developed a project called CSRFGuard [1]. It is a library,
which implements a variant of the Synchronizer Token Pattern to minimize the
risk of CSRF attacks. The authors of [34] defined a server-side proxy named
NoForge, which could be plugged into the considered system to discover and
avoid CSRF attacks and it is transparent to users and applications. This proxy
primarily detects and protects PHP applications against CSRF attacks. Zeller
et al. in [64] enumerated the characteristics of server-side precautions to protect
users. They also developed a plug-in at the server side for preventing users from
the attacks.
3.7

Countermeasures against Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards

The authors in [57] categorized the phishing countermeasures into four categories: blacklist-based, heuristic-based, visual similarity-based, and machine
learning based. The blacklist-based techniques build a repository of discovered
phishing URLs, which should be updated regularly. The most representative
works under this category are the Google Safe Browsing API [8], PhishNet [54],
which predicts the phishing URLs based on the known phishing URLs, and Automated Individual White-List (AIWL) [20] that keeps a list of trusted Login
User Interfaces (LUI). However, this list suffers from the problem of untrusted
LUI prediction. Generally, the blacklists offer good True-Positive (TP) rates but
suffer from False-Positive (FP) rates. SPHERES [28] is a WAF implemented in
the WA server based on behaviour, and prevents the phishing attack by defining
a profile for each parameter provided by the web client.
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Discussion

The most severe, critical and widespread flaw as classified by the OWASP top
ten is the injection flaw [2]. The main attack under this flaw is SQL injection.
Several solutions were proposed to mitigate this attack and they can be classified
mainly as grammar-based, entropy-based, machine learning-based and taintingbased. Grammar-based methods are efficient but require to write a grammar
model for each possible query, which is error prone. Moreover, these methods can
not discover stored procedure type attacks and database management systems
(DBMS) specific subqueries. In addition, the time complexity of these methods
is high, and hence it is impossible to discover the attack in real-time [47]. The
entropy methods are based on probabilistic models and so far are unstable. Taintbased approaches are time consuming as they need to monitor every variable in
the web site. Machine learning techniques are not well adapted to this context as
they need a long training phase and the results can include several false negatives
and positives [47].
The second severe flaw is related to authentication and session management.
As for authentication, the value of the authenticated cookie must be updated
each time the level of authorization of the user takes a new value to combat
potential session vulnerabilities [16]. The web developer should enhance the authentication method using picture-based or time-signature-based authentication
scheme. The common protection of session attacks prevents JavaScript access
to session cookies. Another promising idea is based on defining a collection of
security policies. For the XSS attack, many defense solutions are adopted, and
existing industrial approaches mostly rely on user input sanitizing [55]. Some
approaches use probability distribution of tokens in a web page [59]. Other approaches are based on page code modification either by creation of shadow page
[14], or by inserting a script ID [63], or using boundaries injection, [29].
The fourth and the seventh flaws lead to similar attacks. The fourth category
encompasses attacks that lead to a misuse of the objects that exist in the web
structure, and the seventh category encompasses the attacks that misuse the
functions provided by the web application. Both categories could be secured by
controlling and managing the roles, the objects and the permissions to handle
both of them. Regarding the fifth flaw, the web administrator should fine-tune
the configuration entries of the web application during the deployment and use
of the application. Thus, the default values usually known by the attacker will
be minimized and the security of the component will be maximized. A static
scan of the server configuration could help in this stage.
Regarding the sixth flaw, the web server must use secured connection when
sensitive data are exchanged with the client (Emails, banking transaction, etc.).
The system administrator must choose the right database access policies and
a strong cryptography of sensitive data stored in database. The web developer
must pay attention to what he leaves in the code source and must handle the
system errors perfectly. A good and very well known way to overcome the CSRF
attacks, i.e., the eight flaw, is using captcha. We need to apply strong models to
avoid bypassing it. Many others works are proposed to handle this attack. They
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add some code at the web server [64] and enhance also the client side by some
routines.
Regarding the ninth flaw, the web developer should handle with care the
external components used in the website especially the open source libraries and
frameworks. The developer can minimize the risks produced by these components
by rewriting their interface for example. However, it will be difficult to use a subsequential version of the component . The tenth category in the top ten may lead
to the phishing attach, which could be mitigated by blocking fake URLs using
existing black lists [8,54] or white lists [20].

4

Protection methods for WA Firewalls

WA firewalls (WAFs) are the primary front-end protection mechanism for webbased applications which are continuously under attack. We can find two categories of WAF: open source and commercial.
4.1

Open Source WAF

Examples of open source solutions that can be used to deploy a firewall to protect
web applications are the following:
– AQTRONIX WebKnight : It is an open source WA Firewall (WAF) for
Internet Information Services (IIS). AQTRONIX WebKnight is an ISAPI
filter that tries to secure the target web server by blocking certain requests.
To do so, a scanning and processing of all requests is performed according to
filter rules, which do not come from a dataset of attack signatures requiring
regular updates.
– ModSecurity: It is a toolkit for real-time WA access control, logging and
monitoring. This toolkit supports a pair of deployment options: reverse
and embedded proxy deployment. This method enables protecting the WA
against a wide range of attacks. It also offers the monitoring of HTTP traffic,
its logging as well as the real-time analysis of it.
4.2

Commercial WAF

Examples of commercial solutions that can be used to deploy a firewall to protect
web applications are the following:
– dotDefender: it is a WA Firewall installed on Apache or Microsoft IIS
Server. This WAF claims preventing the following attacks: XSS, SQLIAs,
Credit Card Disclosure, DoS, etc.
– Imperva SecureSphere: [31] it may be used as a reverse proxy or as a
transparent bridge, and when deployed out-of-band, it operates passively as
a sniffer, detection and alteration without protection against attacks.
– Barracuda: [13] it is designed to protect WA and Web sites from application vulnerabilities to instigate data theft, application-layer DoS attacks, or
defacement of the Web site of an organization. Th WAF offers protection
against attacks like XSS, Brute Force and SQL Injection.
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Model-Based Testing and Formal Methods for Web
Service Security

In this section, we give an overview on WA verification, i.e., model-based testing
and formal methods, and present their applications for web applications. WA
verification can be classified under the following two methods:
– Model Based Testing (MBT): It is a methodology [39,37,38] where the
behavior of the System Under Test (SUT) is encoded by means of an abstract
model. This methodology permits to automatically produce abstract test
scenarios from the considered model. Regarding testing security aspects,
the authors of [41] proposed an MBT methodology for validating security
aspects of IoTs in Smart Cities. The proposed methodology takes advantage
of the adoption of the standard testing language TTCN- 3 [44] and a cloudoriented architecture [45]. Similarly, the authors of [42,43] proposed an MBT
methodology in order to validate security properties of IoTs. In [40], a set of
optimization techniques was adopted in order to diminish the complexity of
MBT procedures.
– Formal Methods (FM): When establishing computer systems (CS), the
complete detection and correction of design errors remain remarkably hard
in the context of manual simple verification techniques and functional testing
activities. Consequently, in the early 1980s, scientists [21,56,18] started to
make CS verification methodologies more rigorous, specially by making them
more automatic. In fact, with the emergence of new mathematical languages
for the specification and description of dynamic systems, the first formal
verification methodologies have appeared.
Model-based testing methods for WA security can be classified as follows:
– Modelling HTTP Requests: In [19], an approach named Chained Attack
is proposed. The proposed approach considers HTTP requests as a starting
point, produces models, and extracts scenarios of attacks from these models
using model-checking procedures.
– Formalizing Vulnerabilities into Test Purposes: The authors of al [46]
proposed an MBT security validation methodology, which allows to formalize
vulnerability test patterns in form of test purposes. The authors defined
the behavior of the considered web applications and purposes of tests, and
adopted model-checking procedures in order to produce testing scenarios.
– Consideration of an Attacker Model: The authors of [15] adopted an
MBT methodology, in which the formal models of attacker are considered
to validate web applications and functionalities.
– Technique Inspired by Mutation Testing: In [17], the authors presented
an MBT approach for validating security properties of WA. The proposed
approach is closely inspired by mutation testing techniques.
– Use of UMLsec Tool: In [35], the authors proposed an MBT testing approach for the automatic production of security test-scenarios. The approach
takes advantage of the UMLsec tool. It aims at testing the security properties
of the Common Electronic Purse Specifications.
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– Use of Alloy Analyser: In [10], a methodology using the Alloy Analyzer
for inspecting several web applications and mechanisms was proposed. The
authors adopted threat models such as an intruder taking control over a
website or a whole part of the network.
– Mobster Tool: In [49], the authors introduced the MobSTer tool, which is
a Model-based Security Testing Framework that may help security analysts
in testing security aspects of WA. This framework combines model-checking
procedures with the knowledge obtained from penetration testing guidelines
and checklists.
Formal methods for WA security can be classified as follows:
– Security by Construction: Some works in the literature [61] aim at defining new formal languages and abstraction techniques in order to make the
Web safer. For this purpose, these works attempt to identify the main limitations in the current conception techniques of the Web and suggest a paradigm
evolution to ameliorate it. This set of suggestions is adequate for dealing with
the principle source of security problems. However, they mostly need a deep
change to current WA and technologies.
– Modelling, Verification and Enforcement: Some other research works
adopt an other strategy which consists in considering appropriate algorithms
and models for dealing with the FV of the security properties of modern Web
technologies. These research works attempt to exploit available standards
and frameworks as best as they can. This approach may be in many cases
sub-optimal and not very effective. However, the main advantage is that this
procedure does not impact a lot the existing Web technologies. For example
with respect to scripting languages, different solutions [62] based on the
adoption of rigorous semantics for the considered language were adopted.
– An industrial Application: In [22], the authors applied FV techniques for
the security of Amazon Web Services (AWS). Two main goals were considered with this respect. The first one consists in raising the level of security
of the provided products and the second one helping customers securing
themselves against possible attacks.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an up to date survey about web applications vulnerabilities,
attacks and server-side countermeasures. The main vulnerabilities and attacks,
which targets current WAs according to the OWASP top 10 classification, have
been described. After that we surveyed the countermeasures solutions proposed
in the last decades to protect WAs against these attacks. The literature includes
hundreds of works about server-side web protection methods, and many of them
propose enhanced protection models. The existing WAFs include only simple
protection rules, which does not take into account the advances in the field.
There is a big gap between the research products and the WAF methods. The
developers of WAFs try to propose a global protection tools that mitigate a wide
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range of attacks using simple methods that fail to deal with the complexity of
new attacks. As a future work, we plan to design and develop a WA firewall that
is lightweight and adaptable to current WAs needs.
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